Ashley Scott is an American artist living and working in Berlin.
The basis of her work is her own development in a social context.
It ranges from loss and rejection, to identity as a black woman, to the liberation from
colonial structures and racist resentments.

The Female Affairs: Episodes 1-6. 2021. plaster, glass, resin, metal and paint.
57 x 21 x 22 cm, 57 x 21 x 22 cm,
70 x 30 x 35 cm, 65 x 13 x 22 cm, 68 x 24 x 26 cm
White Square Gallery Berlin

Scott’s work explores the complex history of identity, oppression and liberation of
the African diaspora through her own family history and experiences.
The legacy of her Great-Aunt Fancie, a civil rights activist and hat designer, who
escaped the Jim Crow south for Chicago in 1942, is the common thread in her works.

Self Portrait The Dawn of Aunt Fancie. 2018. fiberglass, resin, paint.138 x 60 x 55 cm

The basis for chosen materials such as raw fiber, burnt cotton, glass and iron in vibrant
colors is the history of slavery and oppression on the one hand, fight, hope and
confidence on the other.

Creamy Crack – Ashley 1998. 2019. fishing line, resin, paint. 155 x 80 cm.
Centre Never Apart permanent collection

Her works are loud, demanding and pushy, inspired by jazz musicians such as
Ornette Coleman and John Coltrane, who based their brilliance on the dissolution
of existing rules and harmonies.
The accidental and the intentional are bundled into one unit.

Scott’s topics are arduous and political and in the relentless processing
of one’s own identity as a black and discriminated woman,
stolen from her cultural identity, confront social conditions of different epochs.
In looking at the history of women in her family and her individual
experiences and injuries, the artist contrasts them with the current political
events, personalizes the events and is thus in the tradition of African-American
political artists such as Jack Whitten, Nick Cave, Barbara Chase-Riboud.

The Sound of Cotton 1 and 2, 2019, raw cottonand pigment , 120 x 110 cm

The tradition of the art of the Bubi in West Africa,
North American slaves with their hidden symbolism, the reports of unsuccessful
attempts by Black Americans to adapt to white rules of life and ideals
of beauty, to the adoption of the “black features” from the mainstream and
the struggles for one’s own fashion presence is Ashley Scott’s aestheticpolitical themes, which she examines in a relentless manner and against the
background of personal relationships.

Bubi Oche 2020, glass, plaster, acrylic, paint, 22 x 16 x 9 cm
Bubi Berlin: Exodus from home, 2020, glass · plaster · acrylic paint 108 x 65 x 31 cm

Scott studied fine art and design at the Illinois Institute of Art Chicago.
Experimentation in design continued with an accessory line she titled “Drapes” that was
later picked up in 2009 by Virgil Abloh for his Wicker Park based shop, RSVP Gallery
Chicago.
In 2011 Scott received a residence with TOYOTA.
Through the Toyota Creatives Residence, she travelled across Europe and Asia
participating in exhibitions and creating concept cars.
She moved to Berlin in 2014 and since 2016, she is represented by
White Square Gallery Berlin.

Ashley Scott with latest works 2021

Her works are featured in the permanent collections of Museum Reinickendorf in
Berlin, Centre Never Apart in Montréal, Hotel Centrovital Berlin, Zahnklinik
Krankenhausträger GMBH Berlin and TUI Deutschland.

Links:
Never Apart Artist visits Berlin: Ashley Scott
https://www.neverapart.com/features/artist-visits-ashley-scott/

Ashley Scott: The Hairs, The Hats and Aunt Fancie exhibition at Centre Never Apart
https://www.neverapart.com/exhibitions/the-hairs-the-hats-and-aunt-fancie/

Ashley Scott: A Stolen Bubi. Artsy and White Square Gallery Berlin
https://www.artsy.net/show/white-square-gallery-ashley-scott-a-stolenbubi?sort=partner_show_position

Ashley Scott profile for Positions Art Fair Berlin, The Rise of the Watermelon
https://www.berlinartlink.com/2017/09/06/interview-ashley-scott-the-rise-of-thewatermelon/

Ashley Scott CV / artist profile White Square Gallery Berlin
https://www.whitesquaregallery.com/de/artists/ashley-scott

